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Portable Floor Scale
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Class III Approved digital stand-on
scale
Portable and easy to use with
non-slip base

l

Class III Approved accuracy to the
nearest 50g
l

Easy to use and built to last
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Marsden M-420: A premium, robust digital floor scale,
built to last year after year
Specification

Capacity: 220kg
Graduations: 50g<150kg>100g
Base dimensions: 325mm x 305mm x 65mm
Power: Mains adaptor or 6 x AA batteries
Battery life: Upto 6000 weigh-ins (or 100 hours of continuous use)
Weight of scale: 3.4kg

Easy to use

Instant, high accuracy weight readings
The M-420 is Marsden’s bestselling medical floor scale.

It’s been a big seller for years because it’s easy to use, it provides
high accuracy readings and is built to last.
The M-420 is ideal for all hospital wards and departments, with
its robust build suitable for constant daily use. Accuracy to 50g
means nurses can get high accuracy weight readings for
monitoring, treatment and diagnosis purposes.
This high accuracy is also essential when weighing diabetic patients, calculating weight for specific antibiotics, for prescribing
medication and for weighing children.

Robust and portable

Scales that are built to last and can be
taken anywhere

The M-420, along with all the scales in our M-4XX range, has
been designed to be the most robust portable scale available.
A reinforced aluminium structure saves weight but increases
strength, therefore prolonging life. An optional carry case
provides extra portability, and battery life is an impressive 100
hours of continuous use.
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High accuracy

Suitable for almost any patient
The M-420 is, with its 50g accuracy, suitable for almost
any medical application. In most cases this accuracy is
even suitable for weighing children.
A 220kg capacity means it can be used to weigh most
patients.
Simple features like Tare (to remove unwanted weight
from the display) and Hold (to stabilise the weight
reading on the display, so you can take a note of it) mean
you can improve weighing accuracy further with minimal effort. The weight reading can be flipped, too - so
that it’s either readable to the patient, or the healthcare
professional.

Extra portability
The optional carry case makes it even
easier to transport the M-420
Choose the CC-400 and your Marsden M-420 is even
easier to transport.
Marsden carry cases are tough and designed specifically
for our scales.

Accessories available

Remote display for descreet reading of weight
Carry case for easier transportation
Marsden service contract (UK only) for accuracy/
calibration checks
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Marsden M-420: Key features at-a-glance
Adaptor supplied
(or get 100 hours’
use from 6x AA
batteries)

Tap-on feature
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Easy-turn
adjustable
levelling feet

Easy access
functions:
Hold, Tare,
BMI

Class III & MDD
Approved

Reinforced
aluminium
structure for
stronger yet lighter
construction
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Black non-slip surface
(white model available
for patients with dementia)

Large, bright,
easy to read
display

